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Italian Maeda Kaku 30a Rapier fighter. The standard fighter used by the Japanese during the late
1930’s. It can be equipped with Nudelman bombs in addition to torpedoes and rockets. Its engine
has a power output of 150 hp @ 15500 rpm. Key Features: DLC 055 Main Character: Japanese Air
Corps Commander Lieutenant General Maeda Kaku 30a Levels: 3 - 5 Profile Page: About the DLC:
Tiger Fighter 'Tora!'. The sequel to PC game Tiger Fighter 1933. Warning: The game's system is
somewhere between air combat and naval warfare. It's a lot like the old game I played as a kid, and
we control fighters to destroy the enemy's fleet. The DLC include mission pack 055. Italian Maeda
Kaku 30a Rapier fighter. The standard fighter used by the Japanese during the late 1930’s. It can be
equipped with Nudelman bombs in addition to torpedoes and rockets. Its engine has a power output
of 150 hp @ 15500 rpm. Key Features: DLC 055 Main Character: Japanese Air Corps Commander
Lieutenant General Maeda Kaku 30a Levels: 3 - 5 Profile Page: About the DLC: Tiger Fighter 'Tora!'.
The sequel to PC game Tiger Fighter 1933. Warning: The game's system is somewhere between air
combat and naval warfare. It's a lot like the old game I played as a kid, and we control fighters to
destroy the enemy's fleet. The DLC include mission pack 055. You can now follow me on my twitter :
or Steam : A multiplayer shooter, where you play in single player

XXX Puzzle: Season Pass Features Key:
Full 3D environment
Realistic urban environment
A naturalization of some elements of the game for a better playability
A game where the player will explore every part of the city
Nice and detailed animations
Realistic and multi-useable vehicles
Based on open source drivers and assets developed at the university of Amiens

Key Game Features

The city of Amiens can be explored through 3 exploration modes :
In the third person (with realistic camera) : roam around different areas exploring the buildings and
streets, or use the options menu to change your view.
In the first person : stand in different positions and witness the rich third-person view of the city.

Combat

 A 3D fighting engine, adaptive and evolutive to the player's skills.
All views are not accessible to the player, the camera can be moved after many collisions.
Parallel fights between many opponents, if the player is defeated he can be taken back to the
previous city, sometimes after a cutscene.

Game modes

Procedural map generation - each time you load the game, you will start in a new city, different than
the one you were in the last time you played. It is generated randomly based on the Road
Generation algorithm.
Two exploration modes are available:
In the third person : roam the city around, park in one of the many spots, do your thing
The first person : witness the environment in all its beauty in first person mode
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Vehicles

Player's (vanilla) Vehicle
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